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Learning Objectives

1. Describe supervised visitation programs and the use 

of virtual technologies to maintain parent-child 

relationships

2. Describe views of children about supervised 

visitation programs and the use of virtual 

technologies to maintain parent-child relationships.

3. Present information to families, attorneys and the 

court about recent research and guidelines to help 

protect children within supervised and online 

services.

Part A 

Listening to Children
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Children’s Voices

• Two reasons are advanced for including children's 

voices in custody and access proceedings. 

– Children are entitled to have a say in decisions that affect 

their lives. 

– Including children's voices in custody and access 

proceedings serves their best interests, either through its 

effect on them directly, or its effect on the quality of 

decisions made.

The Right to Voice

• The 1989 United Nations Convention on the Rights of 

the Child has stimulated concern for giving children a 

voice in judicial and administrative proceedings and 

decisions that affect their lives. 

• The Convention requires governments to assure 

children who are capable of forming their own views 

the right to express those views freely in matters that 

affect them, and to give their views due accord in 

institutional decision making.

Child’s Best Interests

• Parents' capacity to attend to their children's needs, or 

communicate with them, diminishes during the 

separation and divorce period. 

• As a result, researchers and commentators are often 

skeptical that the parents' decisions made during this 

period are always based on their understanding of 

their children's best interests.

• Little guidance exists to choosing the method most 

suitable to the specific needs of the child, context of 

the dispute.
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Importance of Children’s Voices

• Within the family, children are the silent observers of 

the day-to-day family interactions and dynamics that 

take place in their home. 

• Children possess important information regarding: 

– the their parents’ relationships

– styles of conflict resolution

– the quality of the parent-child relationships both before and 

after the parental separation

– the person(s) with whom the child has his or her primary 

relationship(s). 
7

Benefits of Child Interviews

• I have concluded that some very important wishes of 

the children can be discerned from the evidence.

– Each of the children wants the conflict between her parents 

to stop.

– Each of them does not want to be caught in the middle of 

this dispute, as they love both parents and do not want to be 

seen as taking sides.

– Each of them wants to see her mother more than the present 

schedule allows.

– They each know that both parents have strong views about 

the childcare arrangements and the length of time of the 

rotation.

• E.G. (L.) v. G. (A.), 2002 BCSC 970
8

Children Want Their Voices Heard

• Heightened awareness that children’s views must be 
taken into consideration when decisions regarding 
their living arrangements are being made (Birnbaum & 

Saini, 2012; Cashmore & Parkinson, 2008; L’Heureux-Dube, 1998; Mason, 
1999; Wallerstein & Lewis, 1998).

• Children express a desire to be part of creating 
options, regardless of age (Cashmore & Parkinson, 2008; Smith 

Taylor & Tapp, 2003).
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Reasons Children Want Voice

• Need to be aware

• Need to be acknowledged 

• Better decisions and better outcomes

• Right to be part of arrangement that will affect them

(Birnbaum & Saini, 2012; Cashmore & Parkinson, 2008)

Voice vs Choice

• 70% of children said being asked to make a choice 

about living arrangements directly put them in 

difficult situation.

• Reasons it was difficult:

• Didn’t want to hurt or upset parents-36%

• Didn’t want to make self worried or sad-30%

• Scared of making wrong decision-27%

(Cashmore & Parkinson 2008)

Effects of Participation: Little Research

• Little research on the impact of children’s 

participation.

• Little research on the effects of expressed preference 

on children’s post-divorce adjustment. 

• Little research on sorting out the effects of 

participation independent of the effects of the family 

breakdown. (Saywitz, 2010)

12
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Potential Positive Effects of Participation

• May help child accept ultimate decisions and adjust  
better to plan because ‘part owner’ of outcome

• Involvement in goal setting/planning may facilitate 
cooperation

• May result in more workable arrangements

• May facilitate children positive adjustment and 
problem solving abilities

• May improve children’s safety

Wolman & Taylor, 1991

Potential Negative Effects of Participation

• May create further strain on the parent-child 

relationship.

• May be negatively impacted by having to endure 
multiple interviews during the separation process 
(Whitcomb, 2003). 

• Litigation usually exacerbates any conflict (Banning, 
2004).

14

Children’s Advice

• Smith et al. (2003) interviewed 73 families with 103 

children aged 7–18 years in New Zealand. 

• When children were asked what advice they would 

give to separating parents, the most common 

response: 

– ‘‘let children have their say,’’

– ‘‘listen to children,’’ 

– ‘‘tell children what is going on.’’

15
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Children’s Advice

• Professionals should:

– talk less and listen more; 

– relate to children at their level; 

– get to know children and their background; 

– ask better questions and provide more feedback to children; 

– keep things confidential; 

– be happy and cheery; 

– not scare children; 

– relate to children as people.

(Bessner, 2002) 

Part B

Children’s Views of 

Supervised Access and Exchanges

Supervised Visitation and Exchanges

• Supervised visitation- encompasses the term 

monitored exchange and denotes parent/child contact 

or the exchange of children between the custodial and 

non-custodial parents under the auspices of a third 

person for visitation purposes (Babb, et al., 2009)

• Supervised visitation safeguards a child’s physical 

and emotional well-being during parental visits 

carefully monitored by a neutral third party 

(Supervised Visitation Network, 2007). 
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Types of Supervised Visitation

• One-to-one supervision (one supervisor assigned to a single 

family)

• Monitored exchanges (supervision of a child's transitions before 

and after unsupervised visitation) 

• Group supervision (supervision of several families at a time) 

• Telephone monitoring (monitoring phone calls from the 

nonresidential parent to the child) 

• Virtual monitoring

• Therapeutic supervision (mental health professionals providing 

therapy/counseling to the family during the visit) 

Reasons for Service

• Typically due to concerns about IPV, substance 

abuse, poor parenting, alienation, addiction, mental 

health issues, or lack of a parent’s relationship with 

the child (Bala et al., 2016; Birnbaum & Chipeur, 

2010; Kelly, 2011). 

• Purpose of maintaining safety while families 

complete the required steps to decrease the risk 

factors that require their visits/exchanges to be 

supervised (Bala et al., 2016; Saini & Birnbaum, 

2015).
20

Custodial Reasons for Service

21
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Non-Custodial Reasons for Service

22

Listening to Children’s Voices in SAP

• Few empirical studies have directly involved children 

to explore their experiences and understanding of 

supervised access and exchange services. 

• Including children’s experiences of supervised access 

services is consistent with the Convention on the 

Rights of the Child,  Article 12 (1) (2) that places an 

obligation on decision makers to consider the views 

and preferences of children. 

Most Children are Satisfied

• Majority of children reported positive experiences of 

supervised services within the context of child 

custody disputes.  

• Reasons given by children for their enjoyment of the 

supervised visits included:

– they liked seeing the visiting parent 

– felt safe during contact

– the center was fun.

(Fitzgerald & Graham, 2001)
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Feelings of Ambivalence

• Children across studies have expressed ambivalence 

about their experiences of using supervised service 

and reported difficulties, including: 

– sadness and a sense of loss; 

– a lack of choice about contact arrangements; 

– not liking visits being supervised; 

– no one to talk to about supervised visits; 

– supervised visits disrupting everyday life; 

– not enough time for visits; 

– not enough activities 

(Fitzgerald & Graham, 2011; Sheehan et al., 2005; 

Szirom, Jaffe, McIntosh, & Holmes, 1998).

Why I am Here?

• Studies have also noted that children are typically

– Not aware of the decisions surrounding the use of 

supervised services 

– Confusion for the reasons for using services

– Decisions are made without their input 

– Feeling like nobody to talk to about their feelings

(Fitzgerald & Graham, 2011; Sheehan et al., 2005; 

Szirom, Jaffe, McIntosh, & Holmes, 1998).

Speaking Indirectly about Parent-

Child Relationships

• Most children discuss the quality of their relationship 

with their visiting parents indirectly via their 

experiences with the service components 

– (e.g. toys, relationship with staff, time spent at the center) 

– “I don’t like going there… I really don’t like it there.”

• Some children convey their experiences by sharing 

their dislike for the program, which relats to their 

overall experiences of spending time with their 

visiting parents.
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Play as a Proxy for Parent-Child

• Most children focused on their positive experiences 

of the center as a proxy for their satisfaction with 

visiting their parents

• Others describe enjoyment of the activities as a 

distraction from spending time with a parent 

“…probably the selection of like games and 

movies we can do instead of just having to talk to 

him a lot.” 

Service as a Proxy for Parent-Child

• Children expressed the opportunity to use the services 

to see their visiting parents, which otherwise would 

not be possible: 

– “They want to actually be there, they wanna make sure we 

get to see our dad or like make sure the kids get to see their 

families, have that connection with their families. And they 

want to make sure that you're not just like, cuz without 

them, we wouldn't be able to see our dad, so we are all very 

thankful for that.”

Service as a Proxy for Parent-Child

• When children express strained relationships with 

parents, they comment on their appreciation of staff 

to intervene on tier behalf

– “Well, they ask me why I don't want to go and they try and 

say to him why I don't and why I don't have to.” 

– They like remind my dad when he's out of line, so we don't 

have to go into like weird topics or anything.”
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Focus on Safety 

• Many of the children describe supervised access and 

exchange services as providing them with a safe and 

comfortable environment to see their visiting parents

– “not worry because my dad wont find out where we live”. 

– “I don’t think anything bad can happen in it” 

– “…we don’t have nothing like problems”.

Focus on Children’s Voices

• Children were very content in knowing it was 

ultimately their choice to see their visiting parents: 

“You’re allowed picking, you're allowed to go or 

not. It's your decision.” 

• A few children also wished for staff to talk more 

often with them

– “They don't really know how we feel about the visits 

so….all they can see is what's going on and not really 

what's going on inside but only the outside.”

To whose benefit?

• The majority of the children deemed supervision to 

be beneficial for their residential parents more than 

anyone else (including the child).

– “I just thought it was a way for my mom not to see him and 

for me to go to him without that trouble.”

– “I never felt unsafe with him, but like I could see where my 

mom is coming from and stuff, so maybe it’s a safety issue 

for her.”

– “because my mom can see what we talked about and see if 

there is anything bad going on.”
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Parent-Child Relationships 

• Most children like coming to the center because they 

enjoyed spending quality time with their visiting 

parents, 

– “Without the access center, we wouldn't be where we are 

and I'm very thankful for it.”

– “it’s just us”,

Changes in the Quality of Parent-

Child Relationship

• Almost half of the children stated that their 

relationship has stayed the same

– “It hasn't really improved but it hasn't gotten worse either.” 

• The remaining half of the children felt that their 

relationship with their visiting parent had improved, 

and many attributed this change directly to the 

services

– “I think that they helped me have a better relationship with 

my dad.” 

– “Oh, it's gotten better cuz before, I didn't even know who 

my dad was.” 

Changes in the Quality of the Parent-child 

Relationship

• Positive changes: 

– More opportunities to see and communicate,

– more parental involvement,

– no altercations

– happier relationship

– closer bond

• Some talked about seeing changes and improvements in their 

non-custodial parent’s behaviour and attitudes towards them 

since using the Services

• Less hostile, putting more effort, kinder and more caring
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Children’s Take-Home Messages  

• The majority of children stated that they would help 

other children by telling them that visits and 

exchanges are typically fun and “not scary”. 

– “I will tell them that the supervisors are always there with 

you. They are right there in case anything happens and they 

will stop any behavior that is not appropriate. They will 

always be there for you and you're in a safe place I guess.” 

• Most children understood supervision as an 

opportunity to connect with their non-custodial 

parents.

• Most favored being in a supervised environment:

• 1) having the freedom to decide whether or not to use the 

services; 

• 2) the no-contact rule between parents; 

• 3) staff intervening when necessary; 

• 4) feeling of safety.

Summary

Part C

Children’s Views of Virtual Parenting 
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Virtual Parenting Time 

• “Virtual Parenting Time” = “Virtual Visitation”

• Defined as the use of technological communication tools 
to facilitate parent–child relationships 

• New medium for parent-child contact despite 
geographical distance 
– in different rooms, countries and everything in between 

• Can be included as part of a parenting plan or custody 
order 

Online Communication

• Technology required to communicate online is widely 

available and affordable

• In Canada, 80% of households have access to the 

Internet (Statistics Canada, 2010) 

• Children and youth use technology and the internet 

more than any other medium to communicate and 

socialize (Kaynay & Yelsma, 2000; Nie & Hillygus, 2002)

Children’’’’s Use of Internet

• Children and youth report being highly dependent on 

communication technology for interaction and 

connections (Mishna, Solomon & Saini, 2008)

• Socialization is the primary purpose of internet and 

communication technology

• Activities include (social networks, instant 

messaging, downloading, games, e-mail)
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When is VPT Ordered?

• Search conducted between 2001-2012

– 164 VPT based decisions (proposed or ordered)

– 116/164 involved parents who lived in different cities, 

provinces, or countries. 

• 80% of the 164 cases were mobility cases 

– petition by one parent to relocate with the child(ren) to 

another city, province or country

VPT – General 

• Short term parent-child separation supplemented by 

VPT yields most satisfaction despite distance 

(Thompson, 2005). 

• Children more satisfied with the amount of contact 

compared to their parents

• Scheduled contact yields more satisfaction to both 

parents and children

• Video-chatting is the preferred VPT by both parents 

and children 

VPT – Child Custody

• Children attempt to keep online communication as 

private as possible (Yarosh et al., 2009)

• Source of frustration to some parents when they feel 

role become “too” virtual

• Source of frustration regarding limits of technology / 

lack of knowledge of technology 

• View that VPT should not replace in person parent-

child contact
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Online Relationships with Parents

• Research reveals children often feel closer to their 

parent when using technology

• Often times, parents “friending” their children on 

Facebook will allow the parent into aspects of a 

child’s life not otherwise accessible to them 

• Most children will add a parent as a “friend” rather 

than deny the request

Online Relationships with Parents

• Offline relationships are linked to the success of VPT

• If ‘offline’ relationship is positive, more likely that 

becoming Facebook “friends” will be perceived 

positively (Chen et al., 2010)

When VPT may not work

• Interference by a custodial parent 

– overly monitoring visits

– restricting child’s computer use

– not allowing the child privacy 

– refusing to download the required software updates

• VPT not a replacement to in-person contact

• VPT should be scheduled / monitored in high conflict 
cases
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What Children Are Saying

• Important for parents to “get with the times” and 

learn how to use Facebook, BBM, text messaging 

• Balance between contact and privacy

• Different methods for different situations

• Lag time / connection issues 

What Children Are Saying

• Kids preferred text messages or emails when they just 

needed to provide factual information

• To develop more “closeness” or “bonding” with a 

parent, Skype is the best method since both “need to 

be fully engaged in the conversation” whereas its 

easy to focus on other things when using instant 

messaging. 

What Children Are Saying

• “I wouldn’t talk about how I’m feeling, I would just use a lot of 

those smiley face pictures”

• …with email, sometimes you will sanitize it a bit; like you’re 

feeling really sad but you don’t want the person to know how 

sad you are.” 

• “… you can't really, like, feel someone's emotion that they're, 

like, feeling. Like if they don't want to talk about it then you 

don't know what we're going through.” (Yarosh & Abowd, 2011)
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What Children Are Saying

• The most meaningful conversations for children were 

ones that focused on the reunion:

– “What we were going to do when he got home, planning different 

restaurants that he hadn't been able to go to, what games he hadn't 

been able to play with us, stuff that he hadn't been able to do that was 

one of the first things we wanted to do when he got home, looking 

forward to getting home.” 

(Yarosh & Abowd, 2011)

Types of Activities

• Virtual field trip together 

– Synchronous communication, instant messaging or video 

chats, can take place while looking at the webpages.

• Virtual time together

– dinners 

– bedtime routines

• Parent can make a video and/or audio tape of them reading 

bedtime stories to send to their child along with the book

Types of Activities

• Play Internet games together

– Jeopardy or Wheel of Fortune, golf, card games, chess, checkers

• Create an "add-on" story through email

– writing a paragraph in a word document, sending it to the child via 

email, and the child can write the next paragraph to the story saving the 

attachment and sending it back to his/her parent, continuing a back and 

forth writing of a story. 

• An Internet crossword puzzle program made personalized 

– Clues could include special times together, memories, or each other's 

favorite activities. The puzzle can be done asynchronously or 

synchronously 
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Implications

• Children involved in custody disputes are eager to 

voice their views and preferences

• Listening to children’s voices can provide important 

feedback about the delivery of the program and its 

impact on children’s sense of safety and on the 

children’s overall experiences with the program.  

• All programs should implement strategies to enhance 

the opportunity for children to share their 

experiences about using the program

Implications

• Shift from seeing children and youth as subjects of 

evaluation/ objects of enquiry towards a view of 

children and youth as social actors with right to active 

participation (eg Grieg et al, 2007; Prout, 2002)

• Increasing acknowledgement of children and youth’s 

competence to ‘share voice’ and the power of the 

‘child voice’ in services (eg Alderson, 2001; Powell 

& Smith, 2009). 

Benefits for Children and Youth

• Chance to be actively involved in issues that affect 

them

• Gaining recognition for their contribution

• Skills and experience

• Personal development
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